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Darjeeling abundantly accepted as the â€œQueen of Acropolis Stationsâ€• is one of the admirable hill
stations of India. It is able with countless alluring and amazing adorableness that will absolutely
leave every company spell bound. Every year absolutely in an ample amount tourists from all over
the apple appointment this baby acropolis boondocks to adore their holidayâ€™s in the lap of the nature.
Darjeeling is one of the few acropolis stations in India that bulldoze visitors to abatement in
adulation with its accustomed adorableness and baroque day-tripper attraction.

Darjeeling is one of the hill stations, which is located on the foot of the wonderful and mighty foothills
of Kanchan Junga which easily enhance the vacationers and truly it compels all the visitors to fall in
love with it. Dotted with myriad of tourist attractions and destinations which truly will leave the
vacationers spell bound on their visit.

Some of the major tourism features which truly allure the vacationers from all over the globe and
which is very worth to visit and explore with any Darjeeling tour package are such as listed below:

Tiger Hill

Tiger Hill is the most beautiful place in Darjeeling which is located just 11 km away and is situated at
height of 2555 meters above the main sea level. Tourists from all over the globe visit this wonderful
tiger hill to view the phenomenal view of the dawn along with the scintillating view of the highest
mount after Mount Everest and K2, and other eastern peaks of the Himalayas is excellent.  On a
clear day you can view the Mount Everest which is 225 km away from the Tiger Hill in Darjeeling.

Japanese Peace Pagoda

This arresting architecture is a part of the 30 pagodas amid at altered places worldwide. These
pagodas betoken non-violence and peace. Built by the Japanese Buddhist Nipponzan Order, it is
amid in the outskirts of Darjeeling town. There is as well a temple abutting this pagoda. You will
deathwatch up with aboriginal morning boot in the streets by the Buddhist monks. Truly visit to this
peace Pagoda which is lovingly called as Japanese temple easily elate vacationers as they enjoy
the marvel architecture.

Observatory Hill

Popular as the Darjeeling Mall, the Observatory Hill offers across-the-board angle of the
Kanchenjunga peaks and the snow clad Himalayas. The temple of the Mahakal is anchored at the
above breadth of the Bhutia Busty Monastery. This abbey is the oldest in the district. Right from the
Chowrasta you can see the Mahakal Temple aloft this hill. It is committed to Lord Shiva. The Mall
breadth is anytime alive with visitors. There is an abstracted dusk point, band of apparel shops and
you can also enjoy pony rides. No, trip to Darjeeling is ever completed or considered to be worth
one until this astounding Observatory hill is explored.

Beside these there are numerous tourist attractions and destinations which truly are very worth to
visit and explore on trip to Darjeeling. Thus contact a leading Darjeeling tour operator and customize
a package to Darjeeling and treasure and relish some memorable journey.
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